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LottoRocket is a lottery numbers generator that helps generate 100% guaranteed lottery numbers. Using Lotto Rocket you can use 10 sets of key-numbers (each
containing 1 to 48 numbers) to appear in generated Lotto rows according to your key-number settings. LottoRocket has an Intelligent Random Lotto Generator,
as well as Flexible Guaranteed Open Wheel Lotto Generators, including Lotto User Wheels, Wheel 3 of 6, Wheel 4 of 6, Wheel 5 of 6, Wheel 6 of 6
guarantees. Flexible: LottoRocket adapts and caters for every Lotto player's own unique way of playing the Lotto. Ease of Use: LottoRocket has built-in Help
Subjects in the program. Questions and Answers Section will be added when need arises. Complete built-in help subjects. Saves Money: Applying built-in Lotto
Trends and filters, eliminate tickets with unlikely number combinations. Intelligent Lotto 49 Wheel Generator i.e.: Lotto Wheel 3 of 6 Results, Lotto Wheel 4 of
6 Results, Lotto Wheel 5 of 6 Results, Lotto Wheel 6 of 6 Results, plus Intelligent Random Lotto 49 Generators. Possible Number of Combinations
13,98-millions. How to use LottoRocket? 1. LottoRocket is a lottery numbers generator that helps generate 100% guaranteed lottery numbers. Using
LottoRocket you can use 10 sets of key-numbers (each containing 1 to 48 numbers) to appear in generated Lotto rows according to your key-number settings. 2.
Every Lotto ticket has 12 rows - 12 draws. Your ticket will be pulled for each of the 12 draws. 3. LottoRocket has a few built-in Guaranteed Open Wheel Lotto
Generators, including: * Lotto User Wheels, including Wheel 3 of 6, Wheel 4 of 6, Wheel 5 of 6, Wheel 6 of 6. The numbers that are drawn are drawn in the
ratio of 3:6 for each set, meaning that it is 3:6 or 3 to 6 for each set. You can play on all the sets; or play on a single set. The percentages of the 3-to-6 sets can
be used to form your own rules. * Intelligently Drawn Wheel 3 of 6 with 5 Numbers, Wheel 4 of 6 with 6 Numbers, Wheel 5 of 6 with 6 Numbers, Wheel 6 of
6 with 6 Numbers, as well as Int
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LottoRocket is an easy and efficient software which helps you to play Lotto game online (49 and Euromillions) on safe, secure and professional website. If you
are looking for the best Lotto game software application, then you can stop searching and installing other Lotto games on your computer. The waiting is over!
You can now use a Lotto Rocket for your Lotto game. By using Lotto Rocket, you can purchase the Lotto tickets at very competitive price without going to the
Lotto store or any Lotto agent. LottoRocket saves you time and gives you an opportunity to play your favorite Lotto game as soon as possible. You will be
absolutely sure of your Lotto game winnings from the most secure source. LottoRocket will ensure you that your Lotto ticket information, and even Lotto
winnings shall not be disclosed to any third party, or to anyone else. LottoRocket gives you an opportunity to play your Lotto game on a secure and professional
website, at any time, day or night. There are no travel or accommodation issues. You can play your Lotto on the go, with the software on your mobile phone, or
a tablet PC. LottoRocket is designed to get you great Lotto game results, and this is done through 49 lottery wheels using an intelligent random Lotto 49 wheel
generator. Lotto Rocket uses computer-generated Lotto 49 tickets which you can check before purchasing. Download Code How to Download Extract the Zip
file, there will be an Acronis Installer Program in the downloaded folder, Run it. Install it. After installation, double click on AcronisBootup.exe file. It will
launch a Window with lottorocket program. Use the program for free for 30 days from the date of purchase. After this period, you can continue to use the
program, but you will be required to purchase a license key to keep using it. How to Play Conversion Cycle LottoRocket will use the current lotto ticket design
by default. You can change the ticket design by following the instructions. Select A Number Of Tickets You can select the number of tickets you want to buy,
when you are on the quickbuy page, near the "Buy Now" button. How to Enter Your Lotto Purchase Credentials Go to the Options page. Choose "key-numbers"
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An all-round Lotto Ticket Generator, Lotto Ticket Creator, Lotto Wheel Creator and Long Lotto Ticket Creator. For the Lotto Ticket, & Lotto Ticket Creator,
LottoTrack app works perfectly as a ticket-tracker and tracker. You can create Ticket tickets and Lotto Tickets of your own, with the most advanced set of tools
in LottoTrack, Lotto Tracker, Lotto Ticket Creator, online Lotto Ticket Maker & Lotto Tracker. Create tickets from scratch by choosing set of ticket numbers,
set of ticket numbers and colors, with the option of playing or being lettered only. Set of Lotto Wheel Creator: Choose number of sets of Lotto Wheels from 1-5
sets and choose number of colors from 1-2 colors in the range of Red, Yellow, Blue, Black and Silver. Lotto 49 Wheel Creator: Choose number of sets of Lotto
49 Wheels and choose number of colors in the range of 4 sets of 4 colors e.g Red, Green, Yellow, Blue, Brown, Pink, Orange, Purple, Lavender, White. Lotto
49 Long Ticket Creator: If you need to create a long Lotto Ticket, you can choose from a Lotto 49 WheelCreator of Red 4+6, Yellow 4+6, Blue 4+6, Brown
4+6, Pink 4+6, Orange 4+6, Purple 4+6, Lavender 4+6, White 4+6. LottoRocket Online Lotto Ticket Maker: With this free online Lotto Ticket Maker you can
create a Lotto Ticket easily, with each set of tickets provided with chances of winning. With the online Lotto Ticket Maker you can choose set of tickets with
the whole Lotto number set of tickets, choose options of playing only or playing and lettered, as well as setup tickets specific for the tickets you want to print.
You can also choose option of having lottery ticket printed with the right size of ticket paper. For the Lotto Ticket or Lotto Ticket Creator, LottoTrack app
works perfectly as a ticket-tracker and tracker. Once the tickets are printed, you can upload the Lotto tickets using the LottoTrackapp, and print the tickets
again. For more details, please see more info in the LottoTrack and Lotto Tracker apps. LottoRocket Benefits: LottoRocket is more than a Lotto Ticket
Generator, Lotto Ticket Creator, Lotto Wheel Creator
What's New in the LottoRocket?

LottoRocket is a Lotto Simulator that applies 11 pre-installed 7 Million LottoScoring Rule Tables. It has an Intelligent Random Lotto Generator, Lotto Rocket
filtering engine to eliminate tickets with unlikely Lotto number combinations. LottoRocket also has an Intelligent Random Lotto Generator with 10 sets of keynumbers to appear in a generated Lotto Wheel according to your settings. LottoRocket has one of the largest Lotto number ranges in which you can set numbers.
Applying built-in Lotto Trends and filters, eliminate tickets with unlikely number combinations. Includes Lotto user wheels, 3-to-6 wheels and 6-to-6-to-2
guaranteed wheel sets. LottoRocket is the Ultimate and 1st Most Advanced Lotto Simulator in which you can use Lotto rockets and apps to generate Lotto
tickets, guaranteed or open wheeled Lotto, play jackpot lotto or lottery draw games. Use LottoRocket to generate as many Lotto tickets for every game you play.
Features: 1. Key number range - 20,000 to 200,000. (you can increase or decrease range according to your needs) 2. 3 Million guaranteed wheels with 3, 6 and
6-to-6-to-2 wheels. 3. User Wheel, 6-to-6-to-2 guaranteed wheels. 4. Intelligent Random Lotto Generator, with 10 sets of key-numbers to appear in a generated
Lotto Wheel. 5. Applies 11 pre-installed 7 Million LottoScoring Rules. 6. Filter Lotto and Lotto Win Statues. 7. Predictive Lotto Simulator. 8. Predictive Wheel
of 6. 9. Intelligent Lotto 49 Wheel Generator. 10. Intelligent Random Lotto Generator. 11. Applies the 9 types of built-in programs (Prediction, Lotto, Lotto
Win, Huge Win, Lotto Win, Lotto Pull, Lotto Win, Lotto Jackpot and Lotto Hit) to the LottoRocket game. 12. 45 million+ Lotto combinations 13. Each Lotto
Ticket is printed with a barcode. 14. Each ticket is printed in LottoRocket high-quality print quality. 15. Print out tickets by 1-50 tickets per page 16. Print out
tickets as per your wish. 17. Easily add tickets to your LottoRocket account. 18. Displays ticket prices
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System Requirements:

We recommend a Windows 7, Windows Vista, or Windows XP operating system. We have tested this game on Windows 10 and Windows 8 and it worked with
no issues. A recent Internet Connection is recommended for download updates. This may cause incompatibility issues with older video drivers. Note: We are not
responsible for any direct or indirect damage caused to your hardware/software due to compatibility issues. If you are installing this game on a network with
limited IP addresses, please make sure you and your contacts know the IP address of the download
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